
password:

3 4 51 2 7 8 96
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This is the colour of furniture, wooden fl oor, leather and carriages. In the 
past there were 48 horses in the king’s stables. Which of the equine coat 
colour is the closest to the thing you can see in the frame.
Enter the right letter in the box with number 5.

Now it’s time to stand in front of the building in which the king 
stayed most of the time in summer.

I. bay
II. champagne
III. dun
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This is probably the most delicate colour of all. The language of 
birds and wild animals has its name. It may soothe one’s nerves 
at any time in the year. Which of the trees below is ‘evergreen’?
Enter the right letter in the box with number 3.

Go to the statue of a lady covering herself against cold. 
The rebus on the golden frame indicates the building near which 
she stands.

I. gingko
II. ash
III. pine

Space, shadow and evil have been associated for a long time with 
this colour. It is often used in sketches and paintings presenting the 
night. What is the name for a painting which shows the night scene?  
Enter the right letter in the box with number 2.

Now go to the place where the king could hear snorting 
and horse-whinnying. 

I. nocturne
II. landscape
III. portrait en face
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The legend says that the greedy king Midas asked one of the gods for 
the power of transforming everything into a precious stone by touching 
it. It came true, however was also the source of Midas’s misery. 
What was the name of the god who gave this gift.
Enter the right letter in the box with number 4. 

The next task is near an old building with high windows. 
The king kept citrus trees there.

I. Apollo
II. Zeus
III. Dionysus
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Johann Diesbach, an 18th-century paint producer tried to create 
a red pigment. He got purple instead, which after some time 
transformed into another colour that is now called: 
Enter the right letter in the box with number 8.

The last task is where little explorers of colours jump, 
climb and spin around. Hurry up!

I. indigo
II. ultramarine
III. Prussian blue
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End of the game. Time to play :-)

Look for a letter hidden upside down in a frame. Enter it into 
the password in the box with number 9. The password is now 
complete. Read it! If you feel like creating, make up and write your 
own recipe of the Łazienki colour. We will enter it into the Łazienki 
Colourbook in the family ‘Painting’ area. 

This colour is the light consisting of many colours. We call them 
the colours of the light spectrum. It was for the fi rst time proved in 
an experiment made by:
Enter the right letter in the box with number 7.

I. Albert Einstein
II. Isaac Newton
III. Maria Skłodowska-Curie
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Instructions on how to get to the next point you will fi nd on the 
golden frame.

It’s time to start the game! This colour is frequently 
used for kings’ clothes. It’s also one of the main colours 
on the painter’s palette. In the old times, in order to get 
this colour, insects living on the cacti were collected 
and pulverised. What are those insects?
Enter the right letter in the box with number 6.

Look for the next task in a natural hideout nearby. 
One peacock and two squirrels would easily hide in it.

I. fi rebugs
II. thunderbugs
III. cochineals
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Read the cipher in the frame and solve it. 
The name of the old building which you can see 
in the Royal Łazienki gardens is hidden in the code. 
Enter the letters 5 and 10 of that building’s name in the box with 
number 1. 

The next task you will do near the house in the colour of snow.

End of the game. Time to play :-)

* Do you need more 
information? 
Come to the Palace 
on the Isle and see 
the exhibition 
or go to the 
Old Guardhouse 
to the family 
‘Painting’ area.

*



ORGANIZER CO-ORGANIZER

‘Track the Colour’ fi eld game 
is about passing the points in 
the gardens and collecting the 
letters for the password. Enter 
the letters in the boxes at the 
bottom of the map.

Read the strip cartoon and 
start the game. Tasks are on 
both sides of the map and near 
the points in the fi eld. 

The fi rst point is in front of 
the Old Guardhouse.

During the game you will fi nd 
the Royal Łazienki colours.

Golden frames on the route 
will help you track down the 
colours. Search for them! 
You can use the map.

Additional tips on how to get 
to the next point are written 
for your convenience below 
each task (green).

Having solved all the tasks, 
a password – a person famous 
in the big world of painting, 
will emerge. 

At the end of the entire route have 
some fun on the playground!

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

‘Track the Colour’ fi eld game 

GAME INSTRUCTIONS

Authors of the ‘Track the Colour’ game:
Lidia Iwanowska-Szymańska, 
Monika Kawecka, Zofi a Zaccaria

text: Lidia Iwanowska-Szymańska

graphics: Zofi a Zaccaria

The game accompanies the family 
‘Painting’ area in the Old Guardhouse.

More about the area and the 
programme of activities for families:

Paints and all artistic equipment in the 
“Painting” area and those used during 
the workshops accompanying the 
exhibition were sponsored by the 
Royal Talens company, the partner 
of “The Royal Rembrandt. The Polish 
Rider from The Frick Collection, New 
York” exhibition.

PATRON OF THE MUSEUM

Co-fi nanced by the Ministry of 
Culture and National Heritage 
for the exhibition of The Polish 
Rider by Rembrandt van Rijn at 
the Royal Łazienki Museum.

EXHIBITION PARTNERS MEDIA PATRONAGE


